


Centralization of actual digital solutions have a problem for data integrity's trust.

• Major security issue affect all actors on a service due to the centralization.

• Major privacy issue when data is compromised on the central system.

• Trust issue due to it limitation to the central authority.

• Scalability and efficiency are limited to the central system.
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Globalization of actual blockchain solutions have some problems for established 
social regulations and policies.

• Environmental cost : taking the most widely known and used blockchain as an 
example, Bitcoin in 2021 was claimed that the computing power required to 
keep the network running consumes as much energy as was used by 159 of the 
world’s nations.

• Scalability : the larger a blockchain grows, the more power the nodes need to 
process everything. Multiple diversified blockchains cause notable challenge of 
networks interoperability and services regulation. 

• Regulation : lack of regulation creates a risky environment. there are various 
organisational challenges that are limiting the use of blockchain technology by 
corporates.
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Blockchain usage focus on cryptocurrencies and tokens trading, have a problem of 
sustainable adoption for application on everyday business and social challenges.

• Blockchain Trilemma : build a blockchain project that is secure, scalable and 
decentralized.

• Easy way to flexible blockchain ecosystem : complexity means end users find 
it hard to appreciate the benefits. 

• Limitation of blockchain applications to financial usage : while the 
mechanism works extremely well for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, there 
are loads of other useful applications of blockchain technology that need to be 
developed.
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An open platform designed to develop blockchain-based applications, which aim 
to be highly secure, decentralized, and scalable.

The goal is to provide an ecosystem of innovative and interoperable solutions based 
on blockchain technology, suitable for organizations and developers to deliver 
services that communities need.

Cauri



Blockchain provide an innovative way to solve data integrity's trust with a 
decentralized architecture. The cauri blockchain-based solutions implements this 
way with a secure, scalable and decentralized mechanism.
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The cauri blockchain is designed with focus on security, scalability, interoperability, 
environment care and open policies to his ecosystem regulation with institutional 
involvement. 
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Cauri is a blockchain application platform. It make blockchain technology easy  
accessible to create a world in which everyone benefits. This not just include to 
deploy a token or smart contract, but to also standalone blockchain that can 
connect to others blockchain through smartbridge.
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 Blockchain: allow us to have a distributed peer-to-peer network where non-
trusting members can verifiably interact with each without the need for a trusted 
authority.

 Cauri blockchain: use Deleguate Democratic Proof Of Stake (DDPOS) consensus 
mechanism to archieve data’s integrity. This with an appropriate configuration 
that better combine security, scalability and decentralization.

 Cauri cryptocurrency: the base currency to the Cauri blockchain network. It can 
be used to power a wide range of Cauri-based products and services. 

 Cauri ecosystem: all solutions build in top of Cauri platform, with a provided 
tools and resources to develop blockchain applications. 

 Hashed Time-Lock Contract (HTLC) SmartBridge: the interoperability protocol 
designed to facilitate Atomic Swaps between assets within the Cauri Ecosystem.
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Cauri Core is the open and adaptable framework for 
building Blockchain applications. Built on Typescript 
with connections to other popular programming 
languages and technologies. It remove technical 
barriers that for years undermined mainstream 
blockchain adoption.



CAU is the utility token name that represent the Cauri 
Crypto-currency, with the symbol ꚦ. It is used to pay for 
transaction fees on the Cauri blockchain. the most 
recommended way to store and manage CAU is in the 
official Cauri wallet, available on both desktop and mobile.

Currency & Token



Cauri Wallet is an application which allows you to 
manage Cauri transactions. It provides an extensive 
set of functionalities, including management of 
profiles and wallets, the creation of both online and 
offl ine transactions, wallet summary, styl ist ic 
customizations, multilingual support, various currency 
integrations including BTC and much more!

Cauri 
Wallet



Cauri Explorer  g ive anyone access to al l  the 
information contained within the Cauri blockchain. 
You can search every block that was ever created, 
see every transaction an address has conducted as 
well as a snapshot of the status of that network. 

Cauri 
Explorer



Using Cauri SDK, API & resources, developers can 
employ the programming language of their choice to 
build applications in top of the Cauri Blockchain. The 
Cauri Platform SDK contains all of the contracts and 
foundational functionality to ensure consistent 
behaviors across all implementations.

Cauri 
SDK, API & 
resources



Cauri Exchange is a secure platform that makes it 
easy to buy, sell, and store crypto-currency like Cauri, 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and more. This with low fees and 
strong security features.

Cauri 
Exchange



Cauri Hub  makes it easy to discover, use, and 
collaborate on Blockchain-powered projects as well 
as forge new relationships between Blockchain 
technology space. Decentral ized applications 
(Dapps) can use Cauri to disrupt business models or 
invent new ones.

Cauri 
Hub



Cauri NFT Store is designed to serve as the gateway 
for anyone involved in the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) 
industry through Cauri Platform, at any level of 
experience. Discover, collect, and sell valuable NFTs.

Cauri 
NFT 

Store



Ethereum

Consensus: POS
Finality: yes

Latency: less than a minute
Throughput: tens of tx/sec

Scalability: thousands of miners

+ others blockchain platforms using Prof Of Stake consensus or a variant.

Cardano

Consensus: POS
Finality: yes

Latency: less than a minute
Throughput: hundred of tx/sec
Scalability: thousands of miners

Algorand

Consensus: PPOS
Finality: yes

Latency: less than a minute
Throughput: thousands tx/sec

Scalability: thousands of 
committee members

LISK

Consensus: DPOS
Finality: yes

Latency: network latency
Throughput: thousands of tx/sec
Scalability: hundred of validators



 Cauri is built with a green environmental impact focus on providing 
a blockchain applications ecosystem to better build the future.

 DDPOS (Delegue Democratic Proof Of Stake), derived from the 
DPOS (Delegue Proof Of Stake) to ensure the integrity of data in the 
blockchain. This is not entrusted to anonymous entities, but to actors 
of the network elected anytime through community voting process.

 Cauri achieves thousands of transactions per second. This keeping in 
mind that this value is only limited by the network bandwidth.

 SmartBridge technology, extend the Cauri network by providing the 
ability to connect and communicate with any other blockchains.

Consensus: DDPOS
Finality: yes

Latency: network latency
Throughput: thousands of tx/sec
Scalability: hundred of validators



Blockchain applications



Money transfers
The original concept behind the invention 
of blockchain technology is still a great 
appl icat ion .  Money t ransfers  us ing 
blockchain can be less expensive and 
faster than using existing money transfer 
services.

Financial exchanges
Many companies have popped up over the 
past few years offering decentralized 
c r y p t o c u r r e n c y  e x c h a n g e s .  U s i n g 
blockchain for exchanges allows for faster 
and less expensive transactions.

Lending
Lenders can use blockchain to execute 
co l la tera l i zed loans  through smart 
contracts. As a result, loan processing is 
faster and less expensive, and lenders can 
offer better rates.

Insurance
Using smart contracts on a blockchain can 
p r o v i d e  g r e a t e r  t r a n s p a r e n c y  f o r 
customers and insurance providers . 
Recording all claims on a blockchain 
would keep customers from making 
duplicate claims for the same event.

Real estate
Real estate transactions require a ton of 
paperwork to verify financial information 
and ownership and then transfer deeds 
and titles to new owners. Using blockchain 
t e c h n o l o g y  t o  r e c o r d  r e a l  e s t a t e 
transactions can provide a more secure 
and accessible means of verifying and 
transferring ownership.

Secure information
Blockchain technology can be used to 
secure access to identifying information 
while improving access for those who need 
it in industries such as travel, healthcare, 
finance, and education.

Voting
If personal identity information is held on a 
blockchain, that puts us just one step away 
f rom a lso  be ing ab le  to  vote  us ing 
blockchain technology. This can make sure 
that nobody votes twice and votes cannot 
be tampered with.

Government benefits
Another way to use digital identities stored 
on a blockchain is for the administration of 
government benefits such as welfare 
programs, Social Security, and Medicare. 
Using blockchain technology could reduce 
f raud and  the  cos ts  o f  operat ions . 
Meanwhile, beneficiaries can receive funds 
more quickly through digital disbursement 
on the blockchain.



Securely share medical information
Keeping medical records on a blockchain can allow doctors and medical professionals 
to obtain accurate and up-to-date information on their patients. That can ensure that 
patients seeing multiple doctors get the best care possible. if insurance information is 
held in the database, doctors can easily verify whether a patient is insured and their 
treatment is covered.

Artist royalties
Using blockchain technology to track music 
and film files distributed over the internet can 
make sure that artists are paid for their work. 
Since blockchain technology was invented to 
ensure the same file doesn't exist in more than 
one place, it can be used to help reduce piracy.

Logistics and supply chain tracking
Using blockchain technology to track items as they move through a logistics or supply 
chain network can provide several advantages. First of all, it provides greater ease of 
communication between partners since data is available on a secure public ledger. 
Second, it provides greater security and data integrity since the data on the blockchain 
can't be altered. That means logistics and supply chain partners can work together 
more easily with greater trust that the data they're provided is accurate and up to date.

Data storage
Adding blockchain technology 
to a data storage solution can 
provide greater security and 
integrity.

Non-fungible tokens
NFTs, are commonly thought of as ways 
to own the rights to digital art. Since the 
blockchain prevents data from existing in 
two  p laces ,  pu t t i n g  an  N F T  o n  the 
blockchain guarantees that only a single 
copy of a piece of  dig ital  art  ex ists . 
Anything remotely unique could be an NFT.

Secure Internet of Things networks
Blockchain technology can provide greater security by 
storing passwords and other data on a decentralized 
network instead of a centralized server.

Gambling
The gambling industry can use blockchain to 
provide several benefits to players. One of the 
biggest benefits of operating a casino on the 
blockchain is the transparency it provides to 
potential gamblers.



Money transfers
According to World Bank data, the global money 
transfer market in 2020 was worth over $700 billion. In 
turn, Allied Market Research forecasts that this market 
should reach a value of over $930 billion in 2026, with a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 3.9 per cent.

Financial exchanges
The global crypto-exchanges market size was valued at 
$1.49 billion in 2020, and is projected to reach $4.94 
billion by 2030, growing at a CAGR of 12.8% from 2021 
to 2030.

Lending
The global Digital Lending Market size to 
grow from USD 10.7 billion in 2021 to USD 
20.5 billion by 2026, at a Compound Annual 
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 13.8% during the 
forecast period.

Insurance
It is forecast that the global insurance market will grow 
by almost 13 percent from 2020 to 2021, reaching just 
over 5.5 trillion as the insurance industry recovers from 
the global coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

Real estate
The value of the world's real estate assets rose 5% in 2020 
to $326.5 trillion, making it the world's most significant store of 
wealth and more valuable than all global equities and debt 
securities combined, and worth almost four times that of global 
GDP, according to new research released by savills.com as part 
of its Impacts 2021 programme.

Voting
The global voting system market reached a value of 
USD 888.5 million in the year 2018 and is expected to 
garner a value of USD 1394.9 million by the end of 
2027 by registering a CAGR of 5.14% across the globe 
over the forecast period, i.e. 2019-2027.



Securely share medical information
The Global Consumer Healthcare Market size was estimated at USD 318.02 
billion in 2020, is expected to reach USD 340.03 billion in 2021, and is projected 
to grow at a CAGR of 7.28% to reach USD 520.32 billion by 2027. Artist royalties

The markets for intellectual property rights for 
song publishing and for master recordings 
have generated together about US$40 billion 
in annual revenue ,  and are expected to 
continue growing by 9% a year through 2030.Logistics and supply chain tracking

In 2020, the global supply chain management market was valued at 15.85 billion 
U.S. dollars and is expected to reach almost 31 billion U.S. dollars by 2026. 

Non-fungible tokens
The global non-fungible token market was 
valued at USD 50.10 Billion in 2021. The global 
non- fung ib le  token  market  revenue  i s 
projected to expand at a CAGR of 10.7% during 
the forecast period (2022–2030).

Gambling
The online gambling market was worth over 
$50 billion in 2019. Thus, the online gambling 
market size—from 2020 to 2026—is expected 
to reach $100 billion.



ICO fundraizing 
minimum of $1.5M for 
operating budget

% of transaction fees
targeting millions assets transactions per year

 on the rewards via Cauri Foundation pool's nodes
 on the transactions via Cauri Exchange 
 on the transactions via Cauri NFT Store

Cauri Hub Premium services 
targeting more than a million applications before 10 years
 
 initial target of 1k subscribers ~ $10/Month ~ $120K/year
 100k subscribers before 5 years ~ $12M/year
 1M subscribers before 10 years ~ $120M/year

+ Cauri community’s assets and solutions maket cap to billions dollars valuation.

Premium trainings & support
targeting organisations and particulars 
which want business support.

Development programs
providing Blockchain applications for 
existing and next billions dollars market.



Premine: 150 000 000 ꚦ (Cauri)
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